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Lateral Movement in the Equifax Attack

• Equifax observed suspicious 
traffic on 7/29/2017

– Attacker had been in place since 
at least 5/13/2017

– Exploited vulnerability to 
establish foothold

– Spread laterally via allowed 
network communications

• Settlement cost: $700M
• Attack duration: at least three months
• This event is not unique
• Defenders are drowning in alerts
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Is there a way to quantitatively enhance security in networks? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Attacker finds a way in (exploits a vulnerability, gains access to an account, etc.)Attacker escalates privileges, establishes persistence, and looks aroundAttacker finds data of interestSure, Equifax “should have patched” (patch out for 2 months).  But every security vendor is showing a “wall of red” on their software vulnerability scans, and intrusion alerts are riddled with false positives (other performers are working on that, too).These attacks are not really going away.In fact, many would agree that it is in general impossible to prevent all such attacks.So as security researchers we have to ask ourselves a question: how could we quantify attacker’s ability to perform such attacks, so that we can make lateral movement harder and protect our systems better?
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Approach In a Nutshell

• To provide cyber situational awareness (SA), the              prototype:
– Learns the vulnerability arrival rates of software services
– Learns their exploitation likelihood with an attacker model
– Displays the extant vulnerabilities, hosts, and services in each network segment

• can then project risk and trade-off alternative courses of action
– Attacker/defender actions are simulated via a Monte Carlo model to project risk
– A genetic algorithm (GA) explores many alternatives to recommend a more secure 

network segmentation
– HPC makes this operationally relevant in a real-time setting

enhances cyber SA and provides decision support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce pythiaBy risk state, we mean more than awareness of the top-scoring vulnerabilities in a scan. We mean:How does your network look to a particular attacker?If (when) the attacker gets in, how much of your network can they compromise by chaining vulnerabilities?Approach + Benefits on this slideHPC makes this operationally relevant, as 
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Vulnerabilities Exploits

Vulnerabilities and Exploits 101

• Exploit: a piece of code which actually uses 
(exploits) a vulnerability to seize control of 
software or a host in a network

• Found in benign, e.g. Metasploit, and 
malign environments, e.g. the Dark Web

– Example public exploit database that maps 
vulnerabilities to exploits at exploit-db.com

• Most vulnerabilities (>90%) in the NVD have 
no publically known exploits

• Recorded in the National Vulnerability 
Database (NVD) and maintained by NIST

– Each vulnerability assigned a Common 
Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) number

– Over 120,000 vulnerabilities present
• Each is rated by the Common Vulnerability 

Scoring System (CVSS) 
• Every publically known vulnerability is 

entered into the NVD and assigned a CVSS 
score (1-10)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vulnerabilities “emerge” in supported software services at different ratesA fraction of those vulnerabilities have exploits developThere are now several commercial options for prioritizing vulnerabilities according to alternate risk scores, but this still implies that defenders wait until they emerge and try to respond faster than attackers.
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Background

• Vulnerability scanners help defenders 
comprehend the current situation, 
providing “level 2” Cyber SA

• Limited resources make it difficult to 
prioritize remediation response

• Attacker-agnostic risk scoring also 
under- and over-estimates current risk

• Modeling capabilities for testing and 
evaluation exist, but not in an 
operational capacity*. Our approach 
builds on that foundation.

Notional “wall of red” showing risky hosts.

*Wagner, Neal, et al.  “Automatic Generation of Cyber Architectures Optimized for Security, Cost, and Mission Performance: A Nature-
inspired Approach ” Advances in Nature-inspired Computing and Applications, 2018.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Level 2 Cyber SA (Endsley model)There is a huge gap between what cyber defenders can see and understand about their network and what they could do to effect change. Limiting them to viewing a ”wall of red” makes it appear that defensive efforts are arbitrary or hopeless. (similar for IDS alerts, etc.)Technology (Modelling and HPC) can fill that gap by giving an ability to forward-project and trade off their defensive efforts. Modelling is not as operationally relevant as it could be
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Machine 
Learning

Architecture Overview

Input OutputAlgorithm

• Host-aggregated risk ranking
• Risk vs Time (status quo)
• Risk vs Time (best CoA)
• CoA exploration

Open Source

Dark Web

HACSAW API

ACAS Nessus

Configuration and 
Scan Data

Vulnerability 
Descriptions

Vulnerability and 
Exploit Data

Pythia leverages HACSAW data, machine learning, and HPC simulation for Cyber SA  

Parameter estimation,
risk model generation

Configuration Intelligence

HPC Simulation

Course of Action (CoA)
Decision Engine

Modelled attacker/defender
network segmentation

CASCADE: Cyber Adversarial SCenario modeling and Artificial intelligence Decision Engine
CoA: Course of Action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By leveraging open source and other data, we can move defenders from being reactive to proactive…here’s how the data feed in…Unfortunately, the configuration data is still entered manually (nominal defensive/offensive postures, firewall info)
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Vulnerability Lifecycle

• Software services nominally begin “clean”
– Eventually, a vulnerability is found and disclosed
– Attackers can develop and launch exploits as soon 

as they know of the vulnerability
– Vendors can supply a patch to remove the 

vulnerability

• The patch may occur before or after the 
exploit is developed

• Each software service has a learnable 
history of vulnerabilities

Vuln. disclosure

Exploit dev. Patch

Exploit occurrence 

time

We model this process via Monte Carlo on HPC resources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Attackers can even reverse the patch to develop exploitsThis plot is for Mozilla ThunderbirdThese data are downloaded in PRUNE and retained in a database to send to CASCADE
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Network Segmentation
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Attacker 
– Exploit vulnerability to penetrate network
– Pivot and spread throughout network

Defender
– Network protected by segmentation architecture
– Communications restricted
– Compromised segments periodically cleansed
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Problem: yes, you should segment your network, but how much would that help, and how should you do it?This capability is timely as SDN capability begins to roll out
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Pythia’s High Level Network View

Overview
• Initial graph provides a view of all 

segments of a default topology
• Segments are connected by software 

services
• Segments are colored by initial risk 

assessment of contained hosts
• Internet (i0) is fully compromised
Interactions
• Software services visible on hover
• Node connections highlighted on hover

0.0 1.0
Probability of Compromise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initially a high level initial assessment is providedServices are also viewable in the services tab for finer grain detail
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Pythia’s Forecast Plot
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Overview
• Initial graph provides a plot of 

the top 5 most at-risk 
segments

Interactions
• User scrubbing automatically 

changes the fill color of the 
network graph 

• This interaction differentiates 
the initial risk assessment 
with the forecast 

• User enters default patching 
rates and number of MC trials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highlight the “number of trials” on the left, refer back to Monte CarloMention the axesMention how changing the defaults impacts the result
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• Example network under 
nominal conditions

Pythia Forecast and History (1)
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Pythia Forecast and History (2)

• Same network, but only 
allowing one browser to 
connect to i0

• This kind of CoA could 
be implemented by 
disallowing software or 
through firewall rules

• History tab allows 
toggling between states

• This allows a capability 
to perform A/B risk 
assessments
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Simulation Engine Strong Scaling

• Each network configuration is 
simulated for one year, 100Ks 
of times to reduce uncertainty

• 16.8X speedup on 36 cores 
(HPC backend) and 12.5X 
speedup on 20 cores 
(restricting Docker resources)

• Rapid turnaround is essential 
for operational deployment

Multicore environments allow simulations to complete in under one minute 
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• Imagine a commander asking a defender for 
CoAs to mitigate risk given that intelligence 
indicates an advanced adversary could attack

• Manual CoA tradeoffs may be too slow to 
permit discovery of acceptable risk conditions

• As software-defined networking becomes more 
widespread, it will be possible to re-segment an 
enterprise network such that security risk is 
reduced at an acceptable level of IT cost. 

• Pythia accomplishes this via a genetic 
algorithm (GA), implemented in CASCADE

Leveraging HPC for CoA Exploration
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CASCADE can improve baseline architecture to satisfy requirement for acceptable risk and 
adapt architecture in response to changing threat levels 

Example Results Varying Threat Level

Threat Level 1
Architecture

Threat Level 2
Architecture

Threat Level 3
Architecture

Baseline
Architecture

Enclave
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15
services
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CASCADE Decision Engine
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Genetic Algorithm

Update Population

Evaluate FitnessInitialize Population

Crossover & Mutate

Selection
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• Initial population:
– 100% Initial Network

• At each generation:
– 80% Tournament Selection
– 10% Elitism
– 10% Randomly generated network segmentation
– Each mutation occurs with .05 probability

• Fitness Evaluation
– 70% Network’s Average Probability of Compromise
– 30% IT Maintenance Cost

pythia Default “Recommend” GA Parameters
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Evaluating a New Segmentation

• After a user runs CASCADE 
from the “Recommend” 
settings tab, the graph is 
updated

• With support from high-
performance computing 
(HPC), a recommendation can 
be generated in minutes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A recommendation run calls API/recommendPotentially lengthyAfter the run is complete, the updated network shownWithout a forecast, the network simply displays topologyLuckily, forecasts can be run on any network
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• To evaluate a new CoA, the user may run a new forecast on the network
• The new network yields a much improved risk assessment over the default network

Evaluating a New Segmentation (Cont.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Run a new forecast, as previously shown
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HPC Software Block Diagram

Pythia federates data, prediction, and decision engines to deliver HPC Cyber SA 
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Pythia HPC Hierarchy
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Decision Engine Weak Scaling

• Weak scaling: add GA 
population members and HPC 
nodes to expand search space

• 21 Genetic algorithm 
generations on 120 
nodes/population members, 
each with 100K years, 
completes in under 15 minutes

• Nominal efficiency 
degradation arising from file 
I/O between tools

The decision engine is evaluating over 1 billion simulation-years per hour 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 year 10,000 times
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Genetic Algorithm Performance

Adding more population members (HPC nodes) can help GA explore wider and optimize faster

• For the weak scaling study, 
we fixed the code to use 20 
GA generations

• For a threshold of 0.08, GA 
would have converged 
earlier (see table)

Pop. size Iteration #

30 17

90 11

120 3
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Summary

• Pythia builds on vulnerability scan data and HPC resources to provide:
– quantitative network security measures to warfighters 
– SA of vulnerable software services, hosts, and network segments 
– an ability to enhance cybersecurity in an upcoming timeframe
– HPC enabled over 1 billion simulation-years per hour for CoA exploration

• Pythia informs risk projections
– Operators can interactively explore the consequences of defensive maneuvers
– Supports mission planning and analysis of alternatives for network deployment
– Vulnerabilities can be reprioritized using site-specific threat intelligence
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Future Work

• Model improvements
– Enhanced attacker model in pythia (tie exploit development time to risk score)
– Incorporate other available defensive actions (restricted access)
– Allow exploitation from within the network
– Model exploitation at host-level 
– Better account for vulnerability severity levels and effects
– Enhance configuration data ingestion (firewall, IDS, patch inference)
– Integrate additional objective functions (mission performance)
– Incorporate and co-evolve adversarial response 

• Customization by network defenders
– Expand course of action recommendation to include additional courses of action
– Freeze parts of the model where desired, weight mission-relevant services
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Questions?

Allan Wollaber
Allan.Wollaber@ll.mit.edu
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Outline

• Background

• Methods

• Results

• Summary

• Backup
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Backup
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Network Segmentation Is Difficult for All But Small-
scale Networks

Networkwww www Network

Small-scale Network,
Few Alternatives

www

100’s of
Apps & Services

Network

Large-scale Network,
Many Alternatives

?
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• Security is measured as the expected probability 
of enclave penetration by attacker
– Values in [0,1]
– Lower values mean lower security risk

• Cost is characterized as IT maintenance effort
– More enclaves = more cost to maintain

• Exponential function utilized to capture cost 
increase as the total number of enclaves increase
– Normalized to [0,1]
– Lower values mean lower cost

• Combined risk is computed as a weighted 
average of security and cost

Measuring Security and Cost

Security Measure:
Expected Probability of Enclave Penetration

Cost Measure:
IT Maintenance Effort of N Enclaves

Combined Risk Measure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, we need to measure security…Security measure: 0 = perfect security, no probability of enclave penetration1 = no security, enclave(s) always penetrated
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